
Tuesday 26th January – Miss Murray and P5 

 

 

Whole school Cosmic Kids Yoga – Pokemon: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tbCjkPlsaes&list=PL8snGkhBF7ngiF

wW6-b9aV5eCgY0FAAB4&index=4    

 

Stay hydrated! Have a drink and get ready for maths. 

 

Mental agility warm up. Imagine a number line in your head: 

Count forwards and backwards in halves.  

Count forwards and backwards in tenths. 

Count forwards and backwards in quarters. 

 

We are learning to order simple fractions.   

• I can place a fraction on a number line between 0 and 1. 

• I can make connections between a fraction of a shape and a 

fraction on a number line.  

Intro: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z74gp4j  

Task: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tbCjkPlsaes&list=PL8snGkhBF7ngiFwW6-b9aV5eCgY0FAAB4&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tbCjkPlsaes&list=PL8snGkhBF7ngiFwW6-b9aV5eCgY0FAAB4&index=4
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z74gp4j


 
Follow up:  

Ed City game:  

mild- Pizza the fraction. 

spicy- Rockface fractions. 

 

Note: Last Tuesday’s lesson had a fault and not everyone was able to 

access it. Here is a link with the fault removed. You no longer need to 

log in to view thishttps://sway.office.com/b4oFBkE8urB3L310?ref=Link  

 

Refuel! Now would be a good time to have a healthy snack and drink. 

 

ERIC stands for Everyone Reading In Class. You may choose to read a 

few pages of your chapter book, or maybe a family member could read 

you a story. ERIC is all about reading for enjoyment.  

 

The Iron Man- Lesson 9: 

https://sway.office.com/VnpNOO4fJlyj1pNG?ref=Link  
 
 

Spelling List  

dead head read instead ready spread bread deaf death heaven heavy  

health wealth thread weather weapon meadow breath feather leather 

threaten measure pleasure treasure 

  

Tuesday activities 

SAY Pick a word you struggle with and create a fun mnemonic to say. 

Practise it over and over.  

WRITE Practise your words using rainbow writing. Remember to change 

colour for each sound, rather than each letter.  

MAKE Pick 3-5 words to create from cut out letters. Use old leaflets 

and wrappers from your recycling to find letters. 

https://sway.office.com/b4oFBkE8urB3L310?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/VnpNOO4fJlyj1pNG?ref=Link


 

Time to refresh your brain and body. 

 

Welcome to World Month! Every class has been allocated a continent. 

Our class’s continent is AFRICA. On Tuesday and Wednesday 

afternoons you will research and learn all about your continent. Choose 

a minimum of 1 activity per session to complete. This grid will last for 

the whole topic. The top activities are set for the whole school. 
Head Teacher’s Task 

– Choose a country 

from your continent 

and draw or make the 

traditional dress / 

costume. 

Research the 

countries that are in 

your continent. What 

are their flags? Can 

you create a picture 

of them? (this doesn’t 

have to be a drawing) 

Which is your 

favourite? Why? 

Can you create an 

invention which solve 

an issue in your 

continent? 

Are there any 

special or unique 

transport methods? 

Research the animals 

that live in the 

countries of your 

continent.  Are there 

any specific to these 

areas in the world? 

Can you make a 

picture? 

Create an 

advertisement for 

tourism in one of 

your countries.  It 

could be a video, 

poster or brochure. 

Be persuasive! 

Create a picture or 

model of a natural 

landmark. 

Research the 

traditional religions 

and beliefs of the 

people in these 

countries. 

Can you research 

some traditional food 

that is eaten in your 

continent? Have a go 

at making it if you 

can. 

Are there any climate 

issues in your 

continent? How is it 

affecting them? 

What important 

scientific discoveries 

have been made in 

your continent? Who 

made them? How have 

they impacted the 

world?  

What sports or 

games are played 

on your continent? 

Which are the most 

popular? Choose 1 

and write a list of 

the main rules to 

help us learn to play 

it. 

Can you find your 

continent on a map? 

Check it out on 

Google Earth. 

Recreate your 

continent or a chosen 

country and mark the 

major cities, places of 

interest and major 

landmarks. 

Create a picture or 

model of a famous 

building or piece of 

architecture. 

What languages are 

spoken on your 

continent? Can you 

learn how to greet 

another person? 

Remember, it may 

also include a physical 

action. 

Can you make up 

your own question 

to find out about 

your continent? 

Research and find 

examples of artefacts, 

e.g., vases and pots.  

Can you create / draw 

one in this style? 
 

Convert the currency 

of one of your 

countries into pounds 

and pence.  How 

much would a packet 

of crisps be there? 

Research and retell a 

Traditional Story.  

This could be a myth 

or a legend.  You 

could even record 

yourself doing it. 

Make a list of 

traditional musical 

instruments.  

Compare and 

contrast these to 

ones from our 

country. 
 

 


